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Image: PexelsKyt text general Sun Tzu The art of war is as much about psychological warfare as literally tactical maneuvers. Written in the fifth century to ours, people have found all sorts of ways to use tom advice to maneuver in every day's life. So, why not use the art of war to save money? Writer Nick Green at Vice
decided to try to lower his internet bill from a whopping $65 to $39.99 using a classic manuscript. His description of the journey is full of much more poetic Sun Tzu quotes, but here are the basics. Forget your Ego and Lies Your Ass OffGreene pushed things by asking a representative too directly about whether he could
get a discount that ended in defeat. Most of us turn the tail at the first signs of failure, lick our wounds. You can't win if you don't care what people think of you. Get back on the horn and try again. And this time lie. Or as Sun Tzu says: The whole war is based on cheating:I saw something online that said your internet only
costs 39 bucks a month, I lied to the new operator. It was a risky maneuver so early on in my attack, but according to Sun Tzu: Let your big facility be a victory, not a long campaign. Greene was eventually involved with the customer loyalty department, with a representative who asked where he saw the deal, eventually
asking: Was it our $29.99 a month a year promotion? Damn it. Act stupidIf you seem gentle and confused, your enemy (Comcast) has summed up his own defenses. Greene eventually got a representative to have a chummy conversation with him about Arli$$, then asked what the best way to get deals: I built an easy
rapaparte with S—and I wanted to use that to my advantage. We talked a little more about Arli $$, and, with her guard safely down, I asked her for advice on the best way to get cheap contract deals in the future. ... Just call us here at the loyalty department,' she said. The phone's automated menu says you want to
disable your service and it will come straight to us. G/O Media can get a commissionIncessance of local spies means the use of services of residents of the district. Having internal spies [meaning] the use of enemy officials , says Sune Tzu.Come At Them From Every SideWhile talks about a new contract over the phone,
Greene also logged on to his cable provider's website and opened a chat with a representative there. This is personally my best way to solve all the problems online because they are pretty much just as useful and you don't get put on hold. But things got a little confusing because he was juggling too much talk. You want
to divide and defeat the enemy, not your own brain. Greene eventually signed his $39.99 contract but tried to move to the actual center comcast customers the next day and go even lower. Since pulled up my account, a surprise flashed across my face. Wow, he said. Looks like you have a good deal here already. The
room was quite big and comfortable. I've already plumbed the well of victory to incredible depths. It says you renewed your contract yesterday. I mean, it's as good as you can get, really. How did you do that? He asked. I'm a given,' I shrugged my shoulders. This representative will not bargain any further, even with all
the art of war wisdom applied to him personally. Sun Tzu hasn't said it, but this seems like a moment to recognize when you may have put too much energy into one campaign. The new book, Photography at MoMA: 1960 to date (Museum of Modern Art, $75), takes stock of photographic works created over the past five
and a half decades. This is the first in a three-dimensional compendium that will chronicle the museum's collection of photographs from now on to the invention of the medium in the 1840s. The Museum of Modern Art, which contains more than 35,000 photographic works, was an early pioneer in the presentation of
contemporary photography. By 1964, the museum had expanded to include a special gallery to display historical images. At the same time, the MoMA photo director remained interested in showcasing contemporary works, allowing a program where both traditional and modern styles of photographic art were in sight.
Photography at MoMA: 1960 to the present boasts the work of a wide range of respected photographers, including Diana Arbus, John Baldesari, Ian Dibbetz, Ryneke Dijkstra, William Eggleston, Lee Friedlander, Louise Lawler, Zoe Leonard, Helen Levitt, Sigmar Pohlke, Cindy Sherman, Wolfgang Tillmans, Jeff Wall,
Kerry May Weems, Hannah Wilke and Harry Winogrand. The work of more than 250 artists is presented alongside essays on the history and development of photographic styles. The result puts the photos in conversation with each other, placing each work of art in a particular historical context and providing critical
analysis. Click on some photos below.1/10Digital Image © 2014 MoMA, N.Y.Shunk, Harry If you're some kind of creative, getting to know the best fiction books can be really important to make creative juices flow. Fiction books can inspire and nurture equally. With the help of an art book, whether it's classic pieces,
drawing tips or behind-the-art animated blockbuster crafts, creators can gain more insight into their profession. And while digital platforms continue to influence the art world and how creators get information, books still have a unique and valuable place. They have a room to explore the subject in more detail and,
importantly, they are tactile and visually appealing. This is a benefit that is not limited to Designers can develop their understanding through graphic design books, and we've already seen how fine artists can perfect their skills with better book drawing figures. In this guide, we quit the network widely to bring you some
outstanding fiction books so far in 2020. By covering the Japanese master, professional advice for animators, parallel universes and lessons from view, we made sure there was something for everyone. If you're after more art materials, check out our list of the best pencils and essential art materials for painting. (Image
credit: Prestel) Publisher: Prestel | Author: Amelie Balku | Pages: 138 | ISBN-10: 3791386077 | ISBN-13: 978-3791386072 Find out in retrospectIt is a retrospectiveThe accordion foldElegant slipcaseLimited scopeEven if you have only a casual appreciation for Hawkusai, you will know that he was the printer behind one
of Japan's most famous works of art: The Great Wave. If you wanted to know more about the work of a semifinal printmaker, or perhaps you are already familiar with it, and you want to experience his work in amazing quality, then this book should subside your curiosity. Presented with a luxurious silk binding with an
optional explanatory booklet, Hokusai: Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji takes a detailed look at the artist's series of prints, based on a natural landmark. As the title suggests, this book has a narrow field that focuses on part of Hawkusay's career, but it makes up for it by presenting them beautifully. You don't have to be a
Hokusai expert to appreciate this hardback, in fact it's one of the most stylish ways to dip your toe into his work. (Image Credit: 3DTotal Scarecing) Publisher: Publication 3dtotal | Editor: Jenny Fox-Pripovani | Pages: 304 | ISBN-10: 1909414867 | ISBN-13: 978-1909414860 The city of art coversprofessional views of
artistsPractical informationProspective textbooksNeed forces of NioneMarket talk about character design in the same way as artistic direction. This guide looks at how they affect animation, illustration and video games differently, and what artists should keep in mind. Starting with an introduction that examines how to
interpret the brief for these environments, as well as the outline of how the creative pipeline works, readers get a practical idea of what to expect if they hope to break into the character design industry. However, the bulk of the book is deferred to textbooks. They are an exciting chance to look at what goes into developing
the same character for different platforms and how these subtle changes help them achieve unique goals. And, as useful artistically, these tutorials elegantly show how to address the various feedback obstacles you're likely to encounter when working as a professional. Once you've digested these chapters, you can put
everything you've learned into action with a batch of empty bonus briefs. So like the rest of the book, it balances the needs of business and creativity, and is the perfect way to get around this new approach to the evolving theme. (Image credit: Taschen gmbH) To time the five hundredth anniversary of Leonardo da Vinci's
death, Taschen noted the life work of polymath by this comprehensive examination of his exit. Accompanying fifteen paintings often attributed to the most Renaissance man, this book also packs nearly 700 of his drawings. With an object well-wrapped like da Vinci, it can be difficult to find a new angle. However, this great
hardback represents da Vinci's work in a historical and modern context that will surprise even his most scientific devotees. It's a deep dive into the world of the famous artist, and some passages may be too dense for newcomers or more casual readers. This is offset by images, though, which showcases the artist's work
through detailed close-ups. As the Financial Times writes: There is no legitimate way to approach Leonardo's work more closely. (Image credit: Flesk Publications) Publisher: Flesk Publications | Author: John Flesquez | Pages: 336 | ISBN-10: 1640410252 | ISBN-13: 978-1640410251Top of contemporary
creativityInspiration artIndustrial understandingSouge make you jealousYou do not have to look back as far as Leonardo da Vinci to find great artists. Spectrum's annual collections prove there is plenty of contemporary art to appreciate, and 2019 appears to be no exception. As the title suggests, this book is twenty-sixth
in the bestselling series. On its pages you will find exceptional works from extraordinary creators covering a wide variety of environments, including illustration, sculpture, fine art, video games and many others. If you're an artist working today, Spectre 26 gives you an idea of the standard you need to live up to. Don't let it



make you jealous though. As the publishers themselves say, Spectrum is meant to be a celebration of very special artists, which helps them find a wider audience. So, if you find a bully new artist inside, don't feel defeated, instead use them as inspiration for your next project. (Image credit: Titan Books) Publisher: Titan
Books | Author: Ramin West | Pages: 192 | ISBN-10: 1785659464 | ISBN-13: 978-1785659461Animator tipsSequent teasersGlorn presentationPossively finished artIt would be an exaggeration to say that Spider-Man: The spider-verse has stepped up our expectations of what a superhero movie can achieve. And not only
in terms of incredible storytelling. A key part of his success was his stunning animation and artistic design, and this book reveals some of the works that entered it. If you're a Spider-Man fan, or even just at the MCU, this book is worth checking out. Not only does he explore artistic solutions by some other people's
characters and settings, he teasing that may be back in the sequel. And that's what sets this fiction book different from similar releases. You could say that all the artists involved gave it their all, as this film allowed them to show their ideas max rather than play second fiddle to live action elements. Whether or not you're
usually picking up fiction books, this one will give you a greater appreciation of the story and also give you the chance to enjoy some incredible film visuals on the printed page. (Image credit: Rockridge Press) Publisher: Rockridge Press | Author: Angela Rizza | Pages: 102 | 1641527714 | ISBN-13: 978-1641527712Kid-
friendlyProduct for beginnersUnique angleNo with yet! We're slightly bending the rules here with an art book that won't be on the shelves until January 2020. In our defense though, you can pre-order it right now, and it's not often that we see drawing books aimed at a nine to twelve year old age bracket. Promising to be a
fun way to approach drawing shapes, this guide makes the theme accessible to young readers using examples of familiar people, namely pop culture icons and superheroes. It also promotes different types of body, which in themselves may be absent from the figure of drawing books pitched in adults. If you know a
young artist who could do with some leadership drawing figures, it looks like you could do worse than this book. And it undoubtedly beats those substandard art sets that often find their way into the stockings of creative children on Christmas morning. (Image credit: Press Search) Publisher: Search Press | Author: Dan
Cooney | Pages: 176 | ISBN-10: 1782217258 | ISBN-13: 978-1782217251Practic adviceInscious to understandInformative textbooksSouthing on the occasion of you having trouble to make your horizons come to the point of extinction? Fear not, graphic novelist Dan Cooney is here to go through the basics of perspective
in an engaging, easy-to-understand way. Tips for promising drawing can sometimes be side to side with others, like drawing books, so it's good to see the technique of getting the attention it deserves here. Especially seeing as it is a fundamental principle of drawing. Dan Cooney's accessible writing style comes from a
place that is equally frustrated and concerned about perspective, so it's perfectly positioned to explain how it works. With sections dedicated to each of the three perspective points, it guides you through it so effortlessly that by the time you're done, you'll wonder how you've ever drawn without that advice. (Image credit:
Rocky Nook) It's not just kids who have been treated to some figures drawing books this year. For adult artists, Michel Laurichella has put together this brief breakdown of how the human body can be drawn using just a few simple shapes. If you are familiar with the drawing, you will already know that thinking in terms of
geometric can help make Model. However, this guide strays from the traditional approach to drawing a figure, showing you how you can draw everything from the heads, torso and limbs with only a small collection of shapes that can be combined and formed into more complex structures. Given that drawing a figure and
human anatomy can intimidate beginners, Laurichella does a good job of grounding it and returning to basics. So if you've ever thought about trying to draw numbers, or maybe you go back to it after some initial fight, it's an affordable way to do it. Related articles: articles:
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